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Chairman’s Chatter
September 2021

Hi everyone,
With a few new members and returning committee members, I would like to thank each one of
you for all that you have done and continue doing for the society. As a former committee
member who has rejoined, I have seen firsthand how the society has moved from strength to
strength.
We are moving away from Winter, though it may not feel like it with the current weather, we do
expect fewer clear skies but as always remain optimistic. I have suggested that we consider
broadcasts of live astrophotography imaging for members considering the ongoing pandemic.
We will keep you informed as we progress with this new project.
Some may not know that Durban was once the home of the Royal Natal Observatory behind the

Durban Botanical gardens in 1882. There were discussions of this site being repurposed for a
department of agriculture office. I was invited to this discussion where I did oppose the
construction of the new development which would erase all remnants of the observatory site.
(Please refer to the article on page 16).
The Sutherland trip is still postponed indefinitely, however Mango flights may resume in limited
number from October 2021 which will allow those that have booked to see this to fruition.

We are hosting a Pietermaritzburg school viewing event on 10 September 2021 for 40 students.
All Covid protocols will be followed. Any volunteers willing to assist, with or without telescopes,
please contact Mike Hadlow or myself. I will be setting up a live broadcast for deep sky objects
and hopefully planetary that will be displayed on a big screen.
I look forward to seeing you all on our next virtual meeting held on 08 September 2021.
Stay safe and wishing you all clear skies.
Amith Rajpal.
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Astronomy Delights - Cygnus
By Magda Streicher
It cannot be otherwise: if the southern starry skies have a
cross (Crux, the Southern Cross) then of course one also has
to be found in the northern skies. Exceptionally bright and
stretching all the way from the Milky Way to the northern
horizon where the Cygnus constellation, also known as the
Northern Cross, hangs on its edge. I try and fathom the
beauty of the Milky Way’s absolutely silky-soft appearance as
it spans the entire night sky with its multiple fascinating facets.
The Northern Cross definitely boasts some exceptional
objects, which are found in the lower reaches of the Milky
Way. The stars in formation that represents the cross are alpha (Deneb), gamma, epsilon, delta
and beta Cygni. What I always find interesting is the way nicknames are given to deep-sky
objects, and particularly by northern amateurs. Cygnus, therefore, has no shortage of objects that
boast an array of nicknames in abundance. Cygnus is equally better known as the Swan, and
appears to represent some flying bird of sorts.
Look first at the western part, where the 3.7
magnitude star kappa, the double star iota and theta
Cygni are located. The planetary nebula NGC 6826,
better known as The Blinking Nebula, can be found
only a degree north-east of theta Cygni. NGC 6826
is a fine, bright bluish-green nebula slightly
elongated from north-west to south-east. My
fortunate position in South Africa has enabled me to
easily locate this object.
BELOW: NGC 6826 – The Blinking Planetary
- Apod GrAG Peter Goodhew

The disc conveys a hazy impression with a prominent
magnitude 10.6 central star and outer envelope. This
beautiful nebula certainly blinks, as its name states. It
works like this: stare directly at the center of the starlike core of the planetary until the brightness
overwhelms the eye and the nebula disappears.
However, with the use of averted vision the nebula
grows again fully and reappears. There are several
other planetary nebulae that have the right central star
to the nebula brightness to show of this effect. William
Herschel discovered this planetary nebula in 1793.
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...Astronomy Delights – Cygnus

ABOVE: The constellation of Cygnus

Move along up on the side of the feathery
bird’s wing to the magnitude 2.9 delta
Cygni. Just north of delta Cygni the small
open cluster NGC 6811 can be found. It is a
very faint spacious grouping of stars with
some open areas and more so towards the
middle part. With imagination it displays an
old bicycle shape with faint strings of stars
stretching out into the field of view. Brighter
stars take up space alongside the cluster
towards the west which is immediately
seen.
LEFT: NGC 6811 – Photograph: Wikipedia
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Way up towards the middle area of the
constellation is the beautiful magnitude 2
gamma Cygni. Situated 1.5 degrees south from
gamma at this far end of the Milky Way is
another cluster, NGC 6913, better known as
Messier 29. The cluster comprises only a few
bright stars quite outstanding against the busy
star field. The group is arranged in the form of
a reverseshaped letter K. This lovely handful of
stars displays a boxy impression with the
southern part more defined. It is a beautiful part
of the constellation which is worth taking one’s
time over discovering.
LEFT: NGC 6913 – M29 – Photograph: Wikipedia

RIGHT: NGC 6910 –Photograph : Wikipedia

Just 23’ north of gamma Cygni another fine
cluster, NGC 6910, is also worth a glance with an
open mind.
Look the bird in its eye with beta Cygni or refer to
the star Albireo, which is one of the most
exceptional and attractive double star
combinations in the entire starry skies. The
primary magnitude 3.1 has an unusual golden
yellow colour, which contrasts beautifully with the
blue-green reflected by the fainter magnitude 5
with a separation of 34.4” in a position angle (PA)
of 54°. The system was previously identified as
multiple in the Hipparcos Input Catalogue.
The planetary nebula, NGC 6894, is situated
close to the border with the constellation
Vulpecula. Although it’s indicated magnitude is not
at all favourable, it is relatively easily seen. And
here come the nicknames: known as the Miniature
Ring Nebula, this baby nebula however displays a
thin smoky ring. A magnitude 14 star close to the
nebula’s northern edge gives it another nickname:
The Diamond Ring Nebula. William Campbell
discovered this unusual object at Lick Observatory
in 1893. Campbell’s star completely overpowers
the tiny disc.

Above: NGC 6894 – Photograph: Adam Block
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...Astronomy Delights – Cygnus
Further east, a complex area of diffuse nebulae can be
found with NGC 6960 and NGC 6992 the brighter parts
of this complex. It is famously known as the Veil
nebula, but also by the names Cirrus and the Bridal
Nebula. Quite surprisingly, this flimsy, elongated loop
of light was easily visible when Tim Cooper and I
observed it a few years ago. The star 52 Cygni can be
seen on the western edge of the curved nebula. The
central lower southern segment of the Veil is known as
Pickering’s Triangular Wisp, which is visible through an
oxygen (O-III) filter. This supernova remnant exploded
about 30 to 40 thousand years ago. William Herschel
discovered the complex with his 18-inch reflector
telescope in 1784.
Another surprise was to find a galaxy in this part of the
Milky Way awash with nebulosity 2 degrees west of
zeta Cygni. NGC 7013 displays an oval streak of light
in a north-west to south-east direction. Although faint
ABOVE: NGC 6992 and NGC 6960
at first, it was seen with averted vision with a few stars Photograph: Wikipedia
in the field of view. A star of magnitude 12 can be
glimpsed on its north-western tip. This galaxy requires long and intensive observation to bring the
long silver streak out well.
The large dark faint Northern Coal Sack is indicated by the name IC 5068 and is situated
between alpha and nu Cygni with a few faint stars embedded.
More famous and just to the
east of alpha Cygni is NGC
7000, known as the North
American Nebula. Wolfgang
Steinicke indicates the
following: with a 4¼-b inch
f/4, a 20 mm Erfle and a
UHC filter, the nebula is
bright and large, filling the
1.5 degrees field with view.
The brightest section is the
indicated Mexico part with
the Pelican Nebula (IC 5067)
nearby. Many stars are
involved in the nebula. The
Pelican Nebula also plays
home to God’s Finger, IC
ABOVE: NGC 7000 – Photograph: AStrobin Widefield by Paul Kummer
6057 (Herbig-Haro 555), a
dark trunk-like pillar.
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There is a burger to eat in this birdy constellation
in the impression of the Cheeseburger Nebula
indicated as NGC 7026. This tasty object is situated
halfway between alpha Cygni and the double star
pi Cygni in the northern part of the constellation.
NGC 7026 is pretty small, shining in a soft bluegreen colour in a north-east to south-west
direction. It is a bipolar nebula and has two
gaseous lobes that expand away from a common
centre. A very faint star is superimposed on the
nebula, but is not the one that illuminates the
nebula.
RIGHT: NGC 7026 Photograph: Wikipedia

A further 3 degrees north of rho Cygni is the
open cluster NGC 7092, better known as
Messier 39. It is a lovely outstanding
grouping of approximately two dozen stars to
be enjoyed with low magnification through a
medium sized telescope. The cluster was
discovered by Guillaume Le Gentil in 1750
and Messier added it to his catalogue in 1764

LEFT: NGC 7092 - M39 - Photograph:

Asterisms are decidedly among the most exciting star groupings for launching a celestial search.
To observe deep sky objects is one thing, but there may be a gem in the area just waiting to be
discovered in exceptionally small star groupings. Add the following asterisms to your list next time
around.
1.

A Fairy Ring asterism at RA: 20h04m – DEC: +38°10’.

2.

Baseball asterism at RA: 20h03m – DEC: +35°20’.

3.

Eklund’s asterism at RA: 20h23m – DEC: +38°54’.
(Three of these stars are members of Cygnus OB I).

4.

Matthew’s asterism is a zig-zag trapezium, at
RA: 19h43m – DEC: +38°21’.

5.

The Leaping Dolphin asterism at
RA: 20h24m – DEC: +41°37’.

Even if we here down south cannot glimpse the constellation Cygnus in its full splendour, there is
surely enough to talk about.
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...Astronomy Delights – Cygnus

ABOVE: Cygnus Constellation view from Southern Hemisphere

Source: stellarium-web.org
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At the Eyepiece
September 2021 by Ray Field
The Sun reaches the equator moving from
North to South, heralding Spring for the
southern hemisphere on the 22nd.
The Moon is New on the 7th, First quarter on the
13th, Full on the 21st and Last quarter on the
29th. The Moon is at perigee (the point in the
orbit of the moon or a satellite at which it is
nearest to the earth) on the 11th and at apogee
(the point in the orbit of the moon or a satellite
at which it is furthest from the earth) on the 26th.
Mercury is highest above the Western horizon
on the 14th at dusk. Venus, Mercury and the
bright star Spica are near each other all month.
Venus is in the western twilight after sunset and climbing higher during the month. Venus is
closest to Spica on the 5th.
Mars is not well placed for observation this month as it is too close to the Sun.
Jupiter is visible nearly all night and is a fine object in a telescope with its four brightest moons
(Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto), whose motion around Jupiter may be noticed from night to
night. The Moon is close to Jupiter on the 18th.
Saturn is fairly near Jupiter all month. The Moon is near Saturn on the 17 th. Look for Saturn and
Jupiter in the “Vee” shape of stars in Capricornus, the “Sea Goat”.
Stars of the night sky: The Southern Cross is getting low over the Southwest. Scorpius and
Sagittarius are almost overhead and Cygnus the Swan, with its beautiful coloured double star,
Alberio, and is over the Northern horizon.
There are no major meteor showers this month.

LEFT The double star Alberio

References include: ASSA Sky Guide 2021, Norton’s Star Atlas, Philips Planisphere for 35ºS and
Hartung’s Astronomical objects for the Southern Hemisphere.
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The Wonderful Star
By Brian Ventrudo

ABOVE: The red giant star Mira A, a highly evolved variable red giant star, and Mira B a small but dense
white dwarf. Image at left was created with data from NASA’s Chandra X-Ray Observatory. The image at
right is an artist’s conception of this interacting star system. Credit: X-ray image courtesy NASA/CXC/SAO/
M. Karovska et al.; Illustration: CXC/M.Weiss.

As a reader of Cosmic Pursuits, you no doubt believe that all stars are wonderful. But one star, it
turns out, is more wonderful than most. The star Mira, or Omicron Ceti, in the constellation Cetus,
has been known since ancient times, but its nature began to emerge in the 16th century when a
German pastor and amateur astronomer discovered the star’s brightness changed periodically, by a
huge amount, every eleven months. And it was but the first discovered of many such stars.
Mira (“MY-rah”) is not a difficult object to observe when the time is right. At peak brightness, it
shines at a respectable 2nd or 3rd magnitude, plenty bright enough for naked-eye observation. The
star was near peak brightness, as it happens, in August 1596 when David Fabricius observed the
star from his home in Germany, near what’s now the border with the Netherlands. When he
observed it a few months later, it was gone. At first, Fabricius thought the star was a nova, a rare
but remarkable type of star that suddenly brightens then fades from view for good. But when he saw
the star brighten again in 1609, he knew he had discovered a new class of celestial object, the longterm variable stars.
For the record, Fabricius was a thoughtful but by no means expert astronomer. He first noticed Mira
while looking for a comparison star to help estimate the brightness of what he thought was the
planet Mercury. It turns out he was observing the planet Jupiter. But in 1610, Fabricius helped his
son Johannes discover sunspots with a telescope, another major discovery for the time. Fabricius
the elder is also famous for his unfortunate demise. The good pastor denounced a local goose thief
from the pulpit in the town of Osteel. The thief, failing his Christian upbringing, smacked Fabricius
over the head with a shovel and killed him.
Subsequent observations of this variable star through the 17th and 18th centuries revealed that it
varied in brightness with a period of about 333 days, give or take. And it varied from about
magnitude 2 or 3 down to about magnitude 10.0, a factor of about 1,500! That’s the largest variation
in stellar brightness aside from the cataclysmic variables such as novae or supernovae, stars which
exhibit variability because of immense (and often irreversible) explosions on their surfaces or in their
cores.
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The depth and period of variability of Fabricius’ star were not precisely regular like another
famous variable star Algol, for example. But the periodic variability was clear enough, and the
astronomer Johannes Hevelius was sufficiently impressed that he named the star Mira, Latin for
“wonderful” or “astonishing”. Modern astronomers use the name Mira as well as its designation
Omicron Ceti interchangeably.
What causes Mira’s variability? The short answer is that it’s going through a phase of evolution
where the pull of gravity and the burning of hydrogen fuel in shells around the core fight against
each other and cause regular pulsations, with the transparency of hydrogen ions in the outer
atmosphere acting as an on-off valve to start each cycle anew. Gravity pulls the outer layers of
the star inward for a few months. This warms the outer layers and increases the opacity of ionized
hydrogen. The increased heat and radiation pressure builds up and causes the star to expand,
the ions grow transparent and cool, and the outer layers fall back towards the star’s core. It’s a
little like a weight on the end of a spring bobbing up and down in the Earth’s gravitational field: the
spring pulls up, the Earth pulls down, again and again. The star is brightest as it nears its smallest
radius and when it therefore grows hottest. The video below shows a simulation of a Mira-like
variable star (Chi Cygni) as it does its thing.
https://cosmicpursuits.com/2297/mira-wonderful-star/#more-2297

Mira is the best known of an entire class of long-term variable stars called Mira variables. Other
prominent Mira variables which brighten to naked eye visibility include Chi Cygni, R Hydrae, R
Carinae, and R Leonis, among several others, all of which are visible at their peaks without optical
aid. These stars are all deeply red in color and they vary over many months by several
magnitudes. Mira variables are all red giant stars late in their life cycles, having long ago run out
of hydrogen fuel in their cores.
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Their innards have compressed and heated to burn heavier elements such as helium, and in
some cases they dredge up enriched material from their cores which helps add to their red color.
Over the course of a few million years, a Mira variable will blow off its outer layer and become a
beautiful planetary nebula such as the Ring Nebula or Dumbbell Nebula before its core settles
down as a burned-out cinder called a white dwarf .
The evolution of stars into Mira-type variables has implications close to home: the Sun will also go
through such a phase in about five billion years. So when we look at Mira, we glimpse the distant
future of our home star as it begins its inevitable slide to oblivion. Indeed, Mira itself is just 20%
more massive than our own Sun and may have strongly resembled our Sun in its earlier days.
The star is about 300 light years away.
As if Mira is not wonderful enough by itself, it happens to have a companion star that has already
evolved into a white dwarf. Mira itself, as it swells to immense dimensions, loses some mass to its
companion (as seen in the image on the first page), and it also loses mass as it travels through
interstellar space. In 2007, a space-based telescope discovered Mira has a comet-like tail caused
by this mass loss. Here’s a spectacular image of what it looks like.

ABOVE: A light curve for the star Mira created with the AAVSO light-curve generator. This shows measurements
made by amateur astronomers of the star’s apparent brightness from 1/1/2011 to 10/18/2018. Data and image credit: American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO).

If you’re really keen, you can observe the variability of Mira for yourself and contribute useful data
to professional astronomers who try to understand how such stars work. The star is located in the
“neck” of the constellation Cetus, the Sea Monster, and it’s visible from approximately September
through January, just over the southern horizon for northern observers and nearly overhead for
southern-hemisphere observers.
If you can’t find Mira without optical aid, don’t worry. It means the star has dimmed. In fact the star
spends most of its time below naked-eye visibility, and if its light curve and the ebb and flow of the
seasons align, it’s possible for two or three years to pass without the star becoming bright enough
to see without optics (this may explain why ancient stargazers did not notice its variability). Still,
Mira is a stirring sight as it flares up to naked-eye visibility over the course of a couple of weeks.
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To find out the current estimated brightness of Mira, and many other bright variable stars, and to
estimate when it will next brighten to naked-eye visibility, use the light-curve generator app at the
website of the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO). Enter the star’s name,
the start and end date of interest (the ‘mm/dd/yyyy’ format is fine), and click on the ‘Plot Data’
button. The image above shows a sample of Mira’s light curve from 1/1/2011 to 10/18/2018 and it
shows the star is beginning to brighten once again.

ABOVE: The location of the star Mira (Omicron Ceti) in the neck of the constellation Cetus, the Sea Monster

.

The star Mira, in its
designation as Omicron
Ceti, makes more than one
appearance in science
fiction. Star Trek fans will
recall the episode “This Side
of Paradise” in which Mr.
Spock has a fling with a long
-lost love interest played by
Jill Ireland. The episode’s
events take place on a
planet called “Omicron Ceti
III”, presumably the third
planet in the Mira system.
Given Mira’s huge
variability, however, it’s unlikely there are any habitable planets in this star system. But it was an
entertaining episode .
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The Cover Image - Great Carina Nebula
Image by John Gill

TECH SPECS:


IMAGES:
90 x Ha (Hydrogen Alpha) @ 60s
20 x Oiii (Oxygen 3) @ 60s



CAMERA
QHY268m-Pro Camera



FILTERS
CFW3 Filter wheel
Astrodon 36mm filters



SCOPE:
APM 107/700 telescope



GUIDE:
ZWO 60mm guide scope
ASI120mm guide camera



MOUNT - Celestron CGX



GAIN & OFFSET:
Gain 60
Offset 25



EDITING:
Processed in PixInsight

The photos were taken from my backyard on the one night only, 17th April 2021. This was first
light for the camera and filters detailed above. For those new to astro-photography - “first light” is
when the astronomical equipment is used for the first time.
The cover image is a pure hydrogen alpha image; whilst the above is coloured by assigning Ha
(Hydrogen alpha) to the red colour channel.
The Carina Nebula or Eta Carinae Nebula (catalogued as NGC 3372; also known as the Grand
Nebula, Great Carina Nebula) is a large, complex area of bright and dark nebulosity in the
constellation Carina, and it is located in the Carina–Sagittarius Arm. The nebula is approximately
8,500 light-years (2,600 pc) from Earth.
The nebula has within its boundaries the large Carina OB1 association and several related open
clusters, including numerous O-type stars and several Wolf–Rayet stars. Carina OB1
encompasses the star clusters Trumpler 14 and Trumpler 16. Trumpler 14 is one of the youngest
known star clusters at half a million years old. Trumpler 16 is the home of WR 25, currently the
most luminous star known in our Milky Way galaxy, together with the less luminous but more
massive and famous Eta Carinae star system and the O2 supergiant HD 93129A. Trumpler 15,
Collinder 228, Collinder 232, NGC 3324, and NGC 3293 are also considered members of the
association. NGC 3293 is the oldest and furthest from Trumpler 14, indicating sequential and
ongoing star formation.
The nebula is one of the largest diffuse nebulae in our skies. Although it is four times as large as
and even brighter than the famous Orion Nebula, the Carina Nebula is much less well known due
to its location in the southern sky. It was discovered by Nicolas-Louis de Lacaille in 1752 from the
Cape of Good Hope.
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Natal Observatory
Compiled by Corinne Gill

Founding of the Observatory
In 1882 David Gill, director of the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, requested the
government of Natal to establish an astronomical observatory at Durban, in anticipation of the
transit of Venus on 4 December that year in the Colony of Natal (now the KwaZulu-Natal province
of the Republic of South Africa). Its most important work was a study of the motion of the moon .
Mr Robert T. Pett, third assistant at the Royal Observatory, visited Durban in June that year to
expedite matters. A site for the observatory was chosen in the south-west corner of the Natal
Botanic Gardens. At the time, the gardens extended up to Currie Road on Durban's Berea, and
the site of the observatory was opposite where Observatory Court now stands at the corner of St
Thomas and Currie roads.

It was decided to make it ready for the transit, and in June 1882 the Durban Corporation voted a
sum of £350 for the purpose; another £500 was added by the Legislative Council in the following
July. An 8-inch refractor was purchased by H. Escombe, who had been working together with Gill
on the project, and the Government provided a 3-inch transit instrument.
Gill wanted a skillful and permanent Director and sent an urgent telegram, inviting the British
astronomer Edmund Neville Nevill (also known as Edmund Neison) offering him the post of
Government Astronomer at Natal, and director of the observatory, urging him to arrive in time to
observe the transit. Gill and urging him to arrive in time to observe the transit.
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The significance of transits of Venus was that they could provide a means of measuring the
length of the astronomical unit. Before the present era of space-probes and radar, the transits
were of immense importance, and every effort was made to observe them. Results from the 1874
transit were not wholly satisfactory, for various reasons, but more was expected from the transit
of 1882, which would, it was thought, be well seen from South Africa

It was a challenge which Neison did not feel disposed to ignore. He accepted, packed up, and
sailed for Durban, arriving on 27 November 1882, and by 1 December he was already at the
Observatory, only to find that things were far from ideal; for instance, the machinery for moving
the dome had been carefully covered with a thick layer of paint, while the polarizing eyepiece
supplied by the firm of Merz, while doubtless excellent in quality, suffered from the slight
disadvantage that it would fit neither the telescope nor its accessories!

The observatory was initially equipped with a 200mm Grubb equatorial refracting telescope
donated by lawyer Harry Escombe, a 75mm Troughton & Simms transit instrument, a clock by
Dent keeping sidereal time, and some precision clocks and other minor instruments.
The transit instrument was in Cape Town, and could not be shifted in time. Neison had to do
some frantic improvisation, and in the end he observed the transit with great success despite
problems with the available equipment managed to observe the transit successfully.
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...Natal Observatory
Research on the motion of the moon
During the 1880s the discrepancies between the best available lunar tables (published by
Hansen in 1857) and observations had become so large that navigators could no longer use the
moon's position to determine their longitude accurately. Nevill tackled the problem by first
verifying Hansen's treatment of lunar perturbations caused by the direct action of the sun. He
then devised an improved method for calculating perturbations caused by Venus. The remaining
errors he ascribed to the gravitational pull of the other planets, whose effects were very difficult to
calculate.
This work was published, among others, in a paper in the Memoirs of the
Royal Astronomical Society (1885), describing the corrections required by
Hansen's tables. He next studied all available lunar observations since the
middle of the 17th century and reduced them to a uniform basis.
Comparing these observations to Hansen's tables, he used the
discrepancies to derive the amplitudes and periods of appropriate
correction terms. After all these improvements the tables provided an
excellent fit to all lunar observations made since 1650.

The work was ready for publication by the end of 1894, but no funds were
available to have it printed. Each year Nevill urged the Natal government in his annual Report of
the Government Astronomer to provide funds for publication, but to no avail. In his report for 1898
he wrote despairingly: The investigations of the errors in the lunar tables have been wrapped up
in brown paper, tied up with red tape, and put away on a shelf until such time as a vote can be
obtained to publish it… The next year disaster struck when the manuscript was damaged during a
rainstorm owing to a leak in the observatory's roof. In subsequent years similar work was done by
others, notably E.W. Brown in the United States, M. Radau in France, and P.H. Cowell in Britain,
who received the credit. In 1907 Nevill related this sad history in his presidential address to
Section A of the South African Association for the Advancement of Science.

Other Scientific Work
Nevill's other astronomical work included the accurate determination of
the observatory's latitude and longitude, first for astronomical purposes
and then for the geodetic survey of southern Africa, and regular transit
observations for the provision of time signals. A larger collaborative
project, carried out from 1886 to 1896, involved the comparison of the
declination of stars based on observations made in the northern and
southern hemispheres. During his early years in Natal, under the name
E.N. Neison, he published a popular book entitled Astronomy: a simple
introduction to a noble science (London, 1886). He also made a study of
ancient eclipses, on which he read a paper at the joint meeting of the
British and South African Associations for the Advancement of Science in
1905.
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...Natal Observatory
In addition to the regular meteorological observations made at the
observatory the staff was responsible also for analysing and publishing
meteorological observations made elsewhere in Natal. Thus by 1900 there
were 31 stations that submitted their observations to the observatory on a
monthly basis. In 1908 Nevill wrote an article on the rainfall in Natal for the
Natal Agricultural Journal, in which he identified an 18-year rainfall cycle.
Rendell also published a paper on the rainfall at Durban in the Quarterly
Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society in 1906.

The staff also analysed tidal observations made during 1884–1888 and compiled tidal tables for
Durban Harbour. By 1903, these had still not been printed and by that time the entrance to the
harbour had changed so much that more recent tidal observations needed to be analysed, for
which there were no funds. From 1893 daily observations of the magnetic declination were made
at the observatory. In November 1887 Nevill was appointed also as Government Chemist and
Official Assayer for Natal, which further reduced the time available for astronomical research. His
chemical work was mainly of a routine nature and included analyses of geological samples for
gold and other metals, analyses of soil samples for agricultural purposes, the examination of high
explosives and detonators, and toxicological investigations

Closure of the observatory
It was a noble effort, but as time went by things became more and more difficult. Money was not
forthcoming, and publications from the Observatory had to stop, so that the records remained in
manuscript form. Eventually even Neison had to admit that the odds against him were too great.
Funds were cut off altogether. Following the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910 the
post of government astronomer of Natal was abolished and the observatory closed down in 1911.
Some of the equipment went to the Union Observatory in Johannesburg. During the nineteentwenties the Natal Astronomical Association repaired the observatory and opened it to the public
for some time. Later the 200 mm refractor came under the control of the Natal Technical College.
LEFT: View of the the CBD
showing spot where the old
Observatory was situated on
Currie Road

http://articles.adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-iarticle_query?
https://www.nature.com/articles/037158a0
http://assa.saao.ac.za/sections/history/observatories/natal_obs/
https://www.iol.co.za/ios/behindthenews/then-and-now-the-natal-observatory-2bdc1afb-2b22-4117-8aad-447e6f8506b5
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Astronomers See Galaxies in
Ultra-high Definition
By Pallab Ghosh

Astronomers have captured some of the most detailed images ever seen of galaxies in deep
space. They are in much higher definition than normal and reveal the inner workings of galaxies
in unprecedented detail. Many of the images could yield insights into the role of black holes in
star and planet formation. The researchers say that the pictures will transform our understanding
of how galaxies evolve.
The images are of the radio waves emitted by the galaxies. Researchers often study the radio
waves from astronomical objects rather than the visible light they give off because it enables
them to see things that would otherwise be blocked by the Earth's atmosphere or dust and gas in
faraway galaxies.
Many regions of space that are dark to our eyes, actually burn brightly in the radio waves they
give off. This allows astronomers to peer into star-forming regions or into the heart of galaxies.
What is new is that the team has dramatically improved the resolution of radio images by linking
together more than 70,000 small antennae spread across nine European counties

ABOVE: Radio signals captured by one-metre-high antennas
across 9 European countries Image: BBC News

"To work on the data for so long,
and then to finally get such
images and be able be the first
person to see what it looks like
is just incredible," she told BBC
News. "I walked around with a
huge smile on my face for the
rest of the day, because I felt so
proud that I was able to make
these images and be able to see
something nobody had ever
seen before".

Combining radio signals from so many
antennas is not a straight-forward
process. The team has spent six years
developing a completely new way of
collecting the signal from each
antenna, digitising it, transporting it to a
to central processor, and then
combining all the data into images that
are not only of enormous scientific
interest but also of great beauty. The
accomplishment is a technical tour de
force and was led by Dr Leah Morabito
from Durham University, UK.

ABOVE: A supermassive black hole at the center of a galaxy, seen
faintly in the center, shoots out jets of material across space
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...Galaxies in Ultra-high Definition
The image on the previous page was produced by a member of Dr Morabito's team. It shows a
galaxy that is barely visible, sitting in the middle of jets of material in orange, shooting out from
either side, each one much larger than the galaxy itself.
The jets are caused by a supermassive black hole at the heart of the galaxy- an object with such
strong gravity not even light can escape. It normally sucks in material - but the inward pull also
creates forces around the black hole that result in material being spat out, far into space.
Such jets have been observed before - but astronomers have obtained new scientific information
from the dark bands on the jet on the right, which have not been seen before. These, the
astronomers believe, represent periods of relative inactivity by the black hole - when it spits out
less material. The image therefore gives researchers an insight into the black hole's "sleep cycle"
The picture on the left shows two
galaxies colliding. the bright spot on
the one on the left is caused by
exploding stars - creating what is
effectively a galactic wind - blowing
dust and gas away from it. Image:
Ramires-Olivencia/Lofar
The light from the galaxy shown
below, originated when the Universe
was only 2.6 billion years old.
Above and below the galaxy, are
jets of material thrown out by the
black hole within. Normally such
early galaxies can't be studied in
detail. But now, for the first time, the
astronomers have seen the
structure of one of them at radio
frequencies - which provides critical
scientific information about how the
black hole is interacting with its
surroundings.
The images are revealing that galaxies are much more than a collection of stars. They are
dynamic sun- and planet-making factories, powered by black holes, according to Dr Neal
Jackson, from the University of Manchester. "Even seasoned astronomers go 'wow!' when they
see these images," he told me.
"It's become very clear that, in order to understand galaxy evolution, we need to understand the
black hole right at the very center, because it appears to have a fairly fundamental influence on
how galaxies evolve and that is what these images allow us to do," says Dr Jackson . "These highresolution images allow us to zoom in to see what's really going on when supermassive black
holes launch these jets of material."
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...Galaxies in Ultra-high Definition

The picture on the left is of a galaxy observed in visible light. The middle image shows the same
galaxy but seen at radio frequencies and on the right is the high-definition image. Above images
courtesy of L.K. Moravitol/L.K. Williams
Dr Morabito says that images like these are helping astronomers learn just how these processes,
that created stars and planets - including our own Solar System - actually work.
"We are really beginning to understand how galaxies have evolved. And the black holes are a
massive part of that because their jets can take away fuel for star formation. And as they push
outwards, they can disrupt the galaxies. They can even trigger star formation or quench it and
make it happen less," she said.
The first set of results have led to the publication of nine scientific papers on the dynamics of
black holes in galaxies. But this is just the start for the team. They plan to scan millions of
galaxies over the next few years.
"And that's really what we need to be able to understand, the whole complete picture of how
black holes impact galaxy evolution," says Dr Morabito,
"I think we're definitely in for some surprises. Whenever you start doing something new in
astronomy you always find out things that you never expected and that's what I really look
forward to."
The international network of telescopes is known as the Low Frequency Array known as Lofar for
short. Most of the antennas are located in Exloo in the Netherlands.
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Skyquake! Mystery Sound Jolts South Africans Awake
Asteroid, Meteor or Plain Mystery
by SAPeople.com

Was it the sound of a meteor that woke South Africans? Stock Photo: Pixabay

In the early hours of Monday morning, the 9th August, Herman Labuschagne – who lives near
Oudtshoorn in South Africa’s Klein Karoo – could not fall asleep. He lay in bed reading, and then
– at around 00h45 – he went to pick some herbs in the garden (as one does!).
“I noticed that there was no sign of rain – which I was worried about, on account of having some
washing still on the line,” he said. And then, at around 01h00, there was the sudden sound of a
‘skyquake’! People who had successfully fallen asleep, in towns around the Western Cape, were
jolted awake. Most thought it was thunder. It was apparently an asteroid (or rather a meteor) or
maybe just a mystery skyquake! Herman explains…
“I heard what sounded like a freight train passing overhead. It sounded vaguely like thunder, yet
oddly different. I considered that it might be an explosion at the infantry base nearby, but the
sound was too sustained to be a military explosion. And it clearly wasn’t an aircraft either. I knew
lightning was unlikely because the sky had seemed clear moments before.”
Five minutes later, someone on a Mossel Bay FB group asked if anyone else had heard or seen
the ‘asteroid’. Soon reports came in from Riversdale to Plettenberg Bay, several from De Rust,
Oudtshoorn, and Calitzdorp. A couple of people even claimed to have heard it in Kimberley
(Northern Cape) and Pretoria (Gauteng).

One person in George, on the Garden Route, reported that he saw a bright streak at a 70 degree
angle, followed by a large mid-air explosion.
“From that, my assumption is that it must have been an asteroid after all,” Herman told
SAPeople. “As far as I know this is the time of the annual Perseid meteor shower, so possibly
not altogether strange as an occurrence, although atmospheric intrusions of this magnitude must
be very rare.”
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...Mystery Sound Jolts South Africans

Herman posted this message after
hearing the ‘big bang’…
Perseid meteor?
According to EarthSky.org, 2021 was an
excellent year for the Perseid meteor
shower, and they were currently
streaking across the sky just after
midnight in the Southern Hemisphere
(earlier in the North). Most were
expected on 11, 12 and 13 August.
EarthSky does mention an ‘earthgrazer’, saying: “If fortune smiles upon you, the evening hours
might offer you an earthgrazer, a looooong, slow, colorful meteor traveling horizontally across the
evening sky. Earthgrazer meteors are rare but memorable.” Could it have been that?
There’s also the Delta Aquariid meteor shower happening then, according to EarthSky, with the
most numerous occurring south of the Equator, after midnight.
It’s not unheard of for meteors to explode in the skies above SA. In January 2019, a meteor
exploded over Hermanus in the Western Cape. Witnesses described it as sounding like an
earthquake, and said the explosion even shook some homes.
Facebook page Severe Weather and Information Centre SA’s (SWAICSA’s) Angelo Hoorn
reported on that Monday:
SKYQUAKE: We have received reports of a loud noise coming from the sky at around 01:00 this
morning. Those reporting it said it was definitely not an airplane and it sounded like thunder (but
the nearest thunderstorm at that time was 1 700km away from SA). One of the possible
explanations for this was a Skyquake.”
What is a Skyquake?
Swaicsa says: “A Skyquake is a phenomenon where a loud booming sound is reported to
originate from the sky. The sound may cause noticeable vibration in a building or across a
particular area. Those who experience skyquakes typically do not have a clear explanation for
what caused them and they are perceived as ‘mysterious’.”
What is the difference between an Asteroid and a Meteorite?

According to Phys.org, “asteroids are always found in space. Once it enters an atmosphere, it
becomes a meteor, and then a meteorite after it hits the ground. Each are made of the same
basic materials – minerals and rock – and each originated in space. The main difference is where
they are when they are being observed.”
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South African Meteorite Impact Sites
Compiled by Corinne Gill
South Africa’s famous meteorite impact sites according to SA Tourism; South Africa is home to at
least four major meteorite impact sites:
Vredefort Crater near Parys in the Free State, where a
meteorite hit 2-billion years ago, leaving a 300km wide
crater! Apparently “the dust that the impact threw up
would have blanketed the planet for millennia, causing
dramatic global cooling”. Some of the ridges it created
form the Witwatersrand. It’s a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, and one of the world’s largest meteorite impact
craters.
Morokweng Crater is at the edge of the Kalahari Desert
near the town of Morokweng in the Northwest Province of
South Africa; close to the border with Botswana. It’s the

world’s 8th largest meteorite impact crater, 70km in
diameter, with an 130km external ring. It was formed 145
million years ago; making it significantly older than
the Jurassic–Cretaceous boundary.
Tswaing Crater lies north-west of Vryburg, about 40km
to the north-west of Pretoria. This crater is 1.4km in
diameter and 200m deep and the age is estimated to be
220,000 ± 52,000 years and is about 40km north of

Pretoria. This is the most visible of SA’s meteorite sites
and is one of the best-preserved meteorite impact craters
in the world .
Kalkkop Crater found on a private farm 51km south west of
Graaff-Reinet in the Karoo, Eastern Cape. The meteorite impact
occurred about 250,000 years ago (Pleistocene) on what is now
the flat Karoo landscape. It left a crater 640m in diameter and a
few hundred metres deep. Over time, draining water left a
limestone deposit 88m deep. This lies over a breccia layer a
further 210m deep. Only a weathered circular ridge is still
visible at the surface.
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History of Stargazing Instruments - Part 2
Complied by Corinne Gill


1668 - Sir Isaac Newton, the son of a farmer, best know for his theory about the
law of gravity, was not the actual original designer of this telescope but he built
the very first workable reflector telescope. This type of telescope rather than
using lens, use a concave primary mirror with a flat diagonal secondary mirror, It
became know as The Newtonian reflector. Newton built his reflecting telescope
because he suspected it could prove his theory that white light is composed of
a spectrum of colours.



1672 - Laurent Cassegrain, a French Catholic priest, teacher, inventor who was
born in the region of Chartres, France. He improved on the Gregorian design by
creating the Cassegrain telescope, a folded two-mirror reflecting telescope. A
reflector can also be quite a bit shorter, and therefore easier to use, than the
long unwieldy refractors that were common by 1660. This telescope was named
The Cassegrain reflector with it’s concave primary mirror and a convex
secondary, in which the compact arrangement of mirrors can be chosen so that
aberrations on each mirror cancel each other.



1682 –1744 The Sextant was Invented in the 18th century by the Scottish
mathematician, John Hadley. This instrument makes it possible to
measure, very precisely, the height of a star above the horizon, and most
notably the sun. It is a 60° sector equipped with a telescopic sight and two
mirrors. One of these mirrors is adjustable. By taking at least two height
measurements and doing a calculation, you can obtain geographical
coordinates of your location (longitude and latitude). Provided that you
have a correctly set watch. So in a way the sextant is therefore an ancestor
of the GPS. It was essential for maritime navigation and it still is to this day.



1724 - John Hadley went on to produce the first workable Gregorian
reflecting telescope, although stylistic features would suggest a later date
of c.1740. The telescope has a 2-inch metal speculum mirror with a focal
length of 14 inches and a sharkskin covered brass tube with metal case.
This telescope has been described as the earliest example of a reflecting
telescope using the Gregorian optical configuration .



1733 - Chester Moor Hall, born in Essex, England, was an English jurist
and mathematician who invented the achromatic lens, which he utilized in
building the first refracting telescope free from chromatic aberration (colour
distortion). This means it dramatically improved the performance of
refractor telescope . Convinced from study of the human eye that
achromatic lenses were feasible, Hall experimented with different kinds of
glass until he found (1729) a combination of crown glass and flint glass that
met his requirements. In 1733 he built several telescopes with apertures of
2.5 inches (6.5 cm) and focal lengths of 20 inches (50 cm).



1789 - Sir William Herschel, built the largest 40 foot (12.2m) reflecting
telescope of the 18th Century, with a mirror that was 49 inches (1.25m)
wide. A German-born British composer, astronomer and founder of sidereal
astronomy for the systematic observation of the stars and nebulae beyond
the solar system; he discovered the planet Uranus, hypothesized that
nebulae are composed of stars, and developed a theory of stellar evolution.
He pioneered the use of astronomical spectrophotometry, using prisms and
temperature measuring equipment to measure the wavelength distribution
of stellar spectra. In the course of these investigations, Herschel
discovered infrared radiation. He was knighted in 1816.
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...History of Stargazing Instruments Part 2


1897 - The Yerkes Observatory was the largest refractor telescope built
in history at the University of Chicago in Williams Bay, Wisconsin. The
40 inch (102cm) lens, were built by Alvan Clark. George Ellery Hale
(1868-1938), a pioneer in astrophysical research together with William
Rainey Harper, the president of the University, approached transit
tycoon Charles Tyson Yerkes, to fund the facility. Hence the name Yerkes Observatory. A mounting for the telescope was built with a 90foot diameter dome to house it. This included a 75-foot diameter
movable floor that raised the astronomers to the telescope’s eyepiece. It
was built in the shape of a cross, with two smaller domes for additional
telescopes at the end of each arm.



1908 - The Mount Wilson 60-inch reflector telescope is one of the most
famous and historic in the world located on Mount Wilson, Los Angeles
County, California, USA. At the time it was completed on December
8th 1908, it was the largest telescope in the world and remained in the
vanguard of research for many years afterwards. It effectively ended the
era of giant refractors that preceded it and was involved in many groundbreaking discoveries. There is a cabinet of astronomers’ lockers in the
basement of the dome; one of them is simply labelled ‘Hubble’. The 60”
currently operates at a fairly ‘standard’ Cassegrain F-ratio of F16. But
with a 1.5m mirror, that means a colossal 24m focal length! One
interesting piece of trivia is that the tube has a number of US plug
sockets next to the eyepiece. Installed after WWII to power war-surplus
heated flying suits favoured by astronomers to help endure long cold
nights at the eyepiece.



1910's - The Ritchey-Chretien reflector telescope was co-invented by
American astronomer George Willis Ritchey and French astronomer
Henri Jacques Chrétien. George Willis Ritchey was an American
optician, telescope maker, astronomer and astronomical photographer,
born at Tuppers Plains, Ohio. Ritchey made the mirror for the 60-inch
(1.5-m) telescope for the Mount Wilson observatory telescope. Henri
Jacques Chrétien was a French Physicist, astronomer and inventor who
spent part of his early astronomical career at the Nice Observatory.
Ritchey constructed the first successful RCT, which had an aperture
diameter of 60 cm (24 in) in 1927 (e.g. Ritchey 24-inch reflector); which is a design used in
many modern observatory telescopes. He went on to invent the widescreen CinemaScope,
35mm camera. In his honor, the crater Chrétien on the Moon was named after him.



1917 - On the 1st November, the 100 inch Hooker telescope was
completed. With the completion of the 60-inch telescope, the largest
astronomical instrument in the world, George Ellery Hale had already
made plans for a much larger instrument, Before the revolutionary 60inch could even be tested, the 4 1/2-ton disk of the 100-inch telescope
was already cast. No one, not even Hale himself, was certain that such
an instrument could achieve the hoped-for
improvement over the 60-inch, and the 60-inch
telescope had not yet been proven! It would be a long wait before Hale
and his colleagues would know if their half-million dollar gamble would
pay off. More than eleven years would pass from the day the order for
the 100-inch glass was placed before it would focus the light of the
distant stars — eleven years of problems and serious doubt. Even on
the night the telescope finally saw “first light,” those doubts persisted.
Part 3 ... 2021-10-01
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ASSA Durban Minutes of
Joint General Meeting hosted by ASSA JHB
2021-08-11 via Zoom

19:30 JHB Chairman, Carmel Ives, opened the meeting and welcomed everyone present
including those joining from other centres.
Present at Meeting: ASSA JHB, Hermanus, Cape Town, National, Durban, Pietermaritzburg
and Pretoria
JHB: A brief discussion was held about upgrading the planetarium.

JHB: Carmel Ives: How long is a day in the solar system
JHB: Main talk was presented by David Blane: The Eta Carinae 2019-2021 Project
ASSA Durban Meeting
Meeting chaired by Amith Rajpal, and minutes taken by Francois Zinserling
1. Attendance:
Present:
Gerald de Beer, Francois Zinserling, Amith Rajpal, Alan Marnitz, Neerasha Jugdeo, John
& Corinne Gill, Moya O'Donoghue, Pieter Strauss, Sheryl Venter, Yesen Govender, Dr PW
Foster, Rafeek Nakooda, Roger Bond, Don Orsmond, Graham Alston, Claire Odav, John
Visser, Michael Watkeys
Apologies:
Debbie Abel, Mike Hadlow
2. Matters arising from Previous Minutes:
 No matters arising
 Proposed by Francois Zinserling, Second Amith Rajpal
3. Treasurer’s Report - Presented by Corinne Gill.
ASSA DURBAN FINANCIALS
Financials Meeting

Month

Current

Investment

Cash

Year End AGM

2021-06-30

R 15,460.46

R 59,998.42

R 1,204.00

General Meeting

2021-08-11

R 20,813.91

R 60,158.69

R 1,204.00

Unpaid

ASSA DURBAN - MEMBERS



Date

No off

Paid Members

Honoury

AGM Year End

119

116

3

2021-06-09

121

67

3

Cash inflow low due to meetings being held online

0
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...Minutes of the Meeting
4. Events:
Outreach - Sheryl Venter:
 Outreach to Monteseel has been postponed multiple times over past 2 years.
 Curfew limits possibility for late-night views
 Covid regulations still limits large meetings
Sutherland - Piet Strauss
 It is still ‘postponed’ indefinitely, although October is still a possibility.
 Mango airlines were in trouble recently and status of flights or tickets are unknown
 Accommodation deposit is secure, as long as it can be used at some time.
 At this stage refunds are not possible.
5. POPI Act
 Handling of members’ information need to be secured so it doesn’t violate members’
privacy or allows their details to be used maliciously
 Website to be updated
6. NPO
 Registration requires financials back to 1990
 Financial records of the past are difficult to peruse
 Discussion to be moved to committee level
7. General:
 Nightskynetwork.com offers opportunity for online viewing


Corinne suggested we can consider presenting an online astronomy course



Online access need not necessarily be scheduled regularly but could be made available
for viewing at any time



External meetings that we join would be better if the talk is first and the ‘external’ has their
own general meeting after. To have our own meeting afterward makes it a very lengthy
meeting. Some of ASSA members drop off after the external meeting and don’t join the
DBN meeting.



Ross de Ravel – Observatory in Botanic gardens is earmarked to be demolished. ASSA
presented its objection. ASSA would need to put forward a claim to heritage status, and
rescuing this would mean much for our members. Logan has history with this Amith Rajpal
to contact Logan Govender.

8. Next General Meeting: 8 September 2021 @ 19:30
21:40 Meeting closed.
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Public Viewing Roster
ASSA Durban
Dome

Master

Mike Hadlow

083 326 4085

Public

Telescope
Volunteer

Phone

Assistant

New Moon
Viewing

Piet Strauss

Sheryl Venter

7 September 2021

10 September 2021

TBC

TBC

TBC

6 October 2021

8 October 2021

TBC

TBC

TBC

4 November 2021

5 November 2021

TBC

TBC

TBC

4 December 2021

3 December 2021

PUBLIC VIEWING RESUMED:
Public viewing is allowed back on site at the school in the dome and around the pool; due to revised
lockdown level 3. This may change according to any revised lockdown conditions.
Please note there is a roster with a booking system. Once the number of telescopes are confirmed,
Individuals will be contacted to confirm dates and times. Please book your place !
Kindly note, everyone will be required to adhere to the Covid & social distancing regulations of 1.5m
and all will need to sign the attached mandatory questionnaire. Temperatures will also be taken on
site.
NOTIFY OBSERVATORY MANAGER:
Members interested in attending the above viewing evenings and/or becoming involved in assisting
with the viewing evenings, please send your names to Mike Hadlow at the following address:
mike@astronomydurban.co.za
Volunteers to please identify which role you are willing to assist with, Dome Master, Viewing Assistant
or a Telescope Volunteer.
After which, attendance will be confirmed and viewing dates will be announced.
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED:
Dome Master - Taking responsibility for the viewing evenings and learning how to set up, manage and
use the new telescope.
Viewing Assistant - Learning about the new telescope, assisting with the viewing evenings, assisting
viewing members as required.
Telescope Volunteers - Members willing to bring their telescopes to the viewing evenings to set up
around the pool for public viewing. VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED:

Viewing Contacts:
Mike Hadlow

Alan Marnitz

Phone
083 326 4085

Email
mike@astronomydurban.co.za

alan@astronomydurban.co.za
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Notice Board
MEETINGS:
 GENERAL MEETING: will be held via ZOOM on Wednesday 8 September 2021 @ 19:30
 PUBLIC VIEWING MEETINGS - please refer to website under the tab “Viewing and Events” for any updates with regards
viewing under the current Covid restrictions; or click here: https://astronomydurban.co.za/events-viewing/
MNASSA:
 Monthly Notes of the Astronomical Society of Southern Africa.
 Available at www.mnassa.org.za to download your free monthly copy.
NIGHTFALL:
 Fantastic astronomy magazine. Check it out.
 Available from the ASSA website assa.saao.ac.za/sections/deep-sky/nightfall/

MEMBERSHIP FEES & BANKING:

Membership fees to remain the same for this 2021 - 22 financial year
Members in credit were notified personally of their credit amounts and balances due.













Single Members:
Family Membership:
Under 18 members:
Cash/Cheques:
Account Name:
Bank:
Account No.
Branch:
Code:
Reference:
Proof of Payment:

R 170:00
R 200:00 for parents and children
Free
Please note NO cheques or cash will now be accepted
ASSA Natal Centre
Nedbank
1352 027 674
Nedbank Durban North
135 226
SUBS - SURNAME and FIRST NAME
treasurer@astronomydurban.co.za

SKY GUIDE 2021 and ASSA MASKS - Limited number available at reduced prices!!!

Sky Guides: R 50:00 each with payment reference: SG - SURNAME and FIRST NAME

Masks:
R 50:00 each with payment reference: MK - SURNAME and FIRST NAME

For Both:
R100:00 using the payment reference: SM - SURNAME and FIRST NAME
Please ensure proof of payment is sent to treasurer@astronomydurban.co.za following your payment.
RESIGNATIONS from ASSA:
Please send an email immediately notifying the Secretary of your wish to resign from the society to :
secretary@astronomydurban.co.za
NEW COMMITTEE POSITIONS & CONTACTS:













Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Observatory & Equipment
Observatory Assistant
Publicity & Librarian
Out-Reach - Public
Out-Reach - Schools
Special Projects
St. Henry’s Marist College Liaison
’nDaba Editor, Website & Facebook

Amith Rajpal
Debbie Abel
Francois Zinserling
Corinne Gill
Mike Hadlow
Alan Marnitz
Claire Odhav
Sheryl Venter
Sihle Kunene
Corinne Gill
Moya O`Donoghue
John Gill

Amith@astronomydurban.co.za
Debbie@astronomydurban.co.za
Secretary@astronomydurban.co.za
Treasurer@astronomydurban.co.za
Mike@astronomydurban.co.za
Alan@astronomydurban.co.za
Claire@astronomydurban.co.za
Sheryl@astronomydurban.co.za
Sihle@astronomydurban.co.za
Corinne@astronomydurban.co.za
Moya@astronomydurban.co.za
John@astronomydurban.co.za

ELECTRONIC DETAILS:





Website:
Emails :
Instagram:
Facebook:

www.astronomydurban.co.za
AstronomyDurban@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/astronomydurban/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/376497599210326

083 326 4085
083 395 5160
082 202 2874
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THE BIG 5 OF THE AFRICAN SKY
The magnificent southern sky is a starry realm richly sown
with a treasury of deep-sky objects: star clusters, bright
and dark gas clouds, and galaxies.
From this (sometimes bewildering) array five specimens of
each class of object have been selected by a special
Deep-Sky Task Force and are presented here as the celestial Big Five.
The representative of open star clusters is the Southern
Pleiades. First amongst the globular star clusters is
the overwhelming Omega Centauri. Bright nebulae are
represented by the majestic Eta Carinae Nebula. The
mysterious dark nebulae are represented by the Coal
Sack. And the most splendid galaxy of them all is our
own Milky Way Galaxy.
Your mission is to observe each of these beautiful objects
and report back on what you have witnessed.
All submitted observations will be carefully evaluated and
feedback will be given.
The names of all participants will be acknowledged on the ASSA website. Observing certificates
will be awarded only on merit and issued by the Deep-Sky Section of the Astronomical Society.
Have fun, and keep looking up!
http://assa.saao.ac.za/sections/deep-sky/big5/honour-roll/
Image and text from ASSA http://assa.saao.ac.za/sections/deep-sky/big5/

